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The Cold War (1947-1989) was dominated by the global rivalry between a totalitarian state steered from
behind the walls of the Kremlin and a world power built on the ideals of democracy and freedom with
a popularly elected leader occupying the White House. While both adversaries were engaged in
extensive “political warfare” only one of them had to consider public opinion in order to stay in power
and maintain legitimacy in order to conduct its foreign policy. Interestingly, the United States had to
care for both the support of its own citizens but also for its allies in the so-called “free world”. Given
the global nature of the confrontation and the fact that most of it took place in the territories of the socalled “external empires” (regions dominated by the respective powers, or under their predominant
influences), my interest is vested in the agency and role of the peoples originating from these territories.
One particular group that interests me the most are the political exiles who had left the Communistdominated regions and entered into complex relations with the Americans in order to fight for the
liberation of their homelands from the Soviet yoke. While their actions have already been relatively well
researched, mostly within the context of relevant ethnic or national historiographies, the American
policy behind supporting the exile political organizations turns out to be more complex than it might
have seemed and deserves a more thorough investigation.
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